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1 Introduction
In the following a short introduction about Design Patterns is given. It will be discussed, what
Design Patterns are and what their goal is. Design Patterns can be grouped into creational,
structural and behavioral patterns. There are also a lot of advanced Patterns, but they won’t be
discussed in this handout.

1.1 Design Patterns
Design Patterns are describing, how object oriented structures can be used to solve a problem
in a flexible, easily extendable way. A Design Pattern describe how single objects work to-
gether, the inheritance of the classes and the ownerships. Design Patterns are an object
oriented approach to the solution of software problems. Another important goal of Design
Patterns is to reduce the dependencies between objects or subsystems of an software archi-
tecture.

1.2 Classification
There are three basic groups of patterns. First of it, there are “Creational Patterns”. Creational
Patterns describe, how objects can be instanciated. They may hide the process of creation
from a client or guarantee for example the existence of only one instance of a class in case of
the Singleton.
Second, there are structural patterns. Structural patterns are not describing the way objects are
created, but how an aggregation of objects should be structured in order to give a solution to a
specific problem. This problem might be how to design a file menue, how to design an opera-
ting system independent look and feel and so on. This paper is about structural patterns. At
last, there are behavioral patterns, which describe how objects communicate whith each
others. For instance there is an observer, which notifies every client (there might be more than
one client) if the state of the observed object has changed. Behavioral patterns can also
describe how to deal with a data structure in case of iterator. The figure below shows the three
categorys and their patterns in a diagram.

1.3 Object based vs. class based patterns
Like above, there is another way to classify the patterns. In the previous, patterns were
grouped by their functionality. For now one has also to distinguish between object based and
class based Design Patterns.
Object based Design Patterns are build with instances of the single objects, class based design
patterns use inheritance to build the structure. For a more detailed discussion see /1/.



2 Composite

2.1 Intention
The composite is an object based Design Pattern. It’s purpose is to enable clients to deal with
single objects as well and in the same way as with composed objects. For the client should no
difference between both be observable.

2.2 Motivation
To motivate the composite pattern, we will have a short look to the following situation: a
simple paint program may have some graphical primitives like lines, circles and rectangles.
Until now, there are no combinations of them as a more complex primitive available. Such a
more complex figure may consist of some lines, circles and rectangles. For further releases of
the paint program there should be the possibility to have some composed primitives. But for
the client (in our case a part of the paint program itself) primitives and the composed objects
should be transparent (no difference observable for the client).
A first approach to this might be to have just a class for the composed object (compositum)
which is composed of the primitives.

The problem is, that with this approach the client must distinguish wether he got a composite
or a primitive graphical component like a line or a circle. So this is not very usefull. A better
solution should guarantee transparancy. This means, composed objects and primitives must
have the same interface, i. e. they must have the same base class. Furthermore, the composed
object is the owner of some primitive objects, like it is already included in this first approach.
If the composite extends the graphical base class, this gives us the following structure:



2.3 Structure
The structure of the composite is like in the example given above. In the following figure it is
shown once again, but in a more abstract manner.

One can see, that the composite itself inherits from the component as well as the leafs. Hence
it is not possible for the client to distinguish between leafs and the composite. Requests from
the client to a composite may be delegated from the composite to it’s child components. There
are some details about the implementation which will be discussed later.

2.4 Participants
The composite pattern has got three participants.
Component • Defines the interface for all objects of the composite (leafs and

composite)
• Implements a default behavior (optional)
• Defines the interface for the administration of the child objects

Leafs (line,
rectangle, ….)

• Represents a leaf in the composite class
• Has own functionality, e. g. representing a line

Composite • Stores child (leaf) objects
• Implements operations for the childs
• Delegates requests to the childs

Client • Uses the composite / components

The participiant are a little bit more in detail discussed in /1/. There is also a short paragraph
about interaction.



2.5 Applicability
One should use the composite pattern always when a composed structure needs to be repre-
sented like in a menue for instance. Also this pattern is very nice with respect to trans-
parency, so one should think about this pattern also, when for a client the difference between
compositions and leafs should be hided away. This may lead to a less complicated client.
So if one has composed objects and leafs, which are both concrete represantations of the same
abstraction, one should use the composite pattern.

2.6 Implementation
For the implementation one has to consider some points seriously. The most important
questions are:

• Where should the references to the child classes be stored?
• What kind of data structure should be used for the administration of the children?
• Where should the methods be placed for the administration of the children?
• Any default behavior in the abstract base class?

The answer to these questions depends on the requirements of one’s application. In the struc-
ture shown above, the references to the children are stored in the composite class itself, but
the methods for handling them are placed in the abstract base class. If it is like that, there can
be no code in the abstract base class which handles the children, because there is the required
data structure and the children themselfs not known. The only possibility would be to do some
default; nothing in case of an add-method, to return ‘null’ in case of a get-method and an
empty implementation for the remove-method. This is ok for the leafs, since a leaf, like a line,
has got no children. The other possiblility would be to define not only the methods but also
the data structure for the children in the base class. The disadvantage is, that now every object
representing a leaf needs additional storage. If one’s application needs a lot of objects repre-
senting leafs, this means wasting memory. On the other hand, if one’s application needs a lot
of composed objects, this will be ok. And in addition, the default implementation can now
deal with the children, if it is usefull.
Placing the methods for the administration of the leafs in the base class like in the structure
above means to gain transparency on the one hand, on the other hand this means to be carefull
in the client code. There might be the situation where in this case the client has to check for
Null-Pointers.
Placing the methods for the childrens administration in the composite class only means to lose
transparency. This means, one has to check during runtime what kind of instance a given
object is, i.e. one has to check wether it is a leaf or a composite. Since this is very expensive,
one should try to avoid a implementation like this if possible.
Another point is that one could be interested in also having for each children a reference to his
parent. If there is a parent reference, traversing the whole structure (and especially removing
an inner node) would be easier to implement. If there is a reference to the child parent node, it
should be declared in the base class. For traversing the whole composite structure, a iterator
can be used (see talk on behavioral patterns or /1/ for informations about iterator pattern).
Altogether it seems that in most cases one should implement the methods for the children in
the base class (default implementation) and store the references to the child objects in the
composite in order not to waste memory. A suitable data structure for the children could be a
linked list, hash table or even a binary tree.  Since the number of children might change
during runtime, one should use a dynamic data structure. Is the number of children fix
(imagine a composite representing a robot with lines and circles) one could also use an array
for instance. For traversing a composite structure, disussions of binary trees might be helpful,
since this pattern is in fact a tree structure. There is a lot of information on trees in literature.
For a more detailed discusion of the implementation see /1/. Source code can be found at /2/.



2.7 Conclusion
As a result of the composite here are some points listed:

• enables recursive composition of complex objects
• for clients, elementary and composite objects are transparent, which makes

implementation of the client easier
• may lead to a to general implementation, since any composition of leaves is allowed

by the structure of the pattern, but may not be admissible with respect to the
application – expensive type checks during runtime in this case!

2.8 Related Patterns and further examples
The composite pattern is related to the decorator, which uses also a recursive structure. If they
are used together, the decorator must also support handling of the child components.
For traversing the whole structure, an iterator may be used (as mentioned above), which is a
behavioral pattern.
Also a flywight or a visitor might be used in combination with this pattern.
As a further example for the usage of the composite pattern one can think of a menue: a
menue may itself contain (sub)menues and menue items.

As a non software example one can think of a recipe. Details are given in the figure, which is
taken from /3/.

But one can also think about a car for instance. A car consists of four wheels, an engine and a
breaking system for instance. While one may assume the wheels as elementary, the breaking
system itself is a composition of a brake disc, a brake pipe and a brake pad.



3 Facade

3.1 Intention
The aim of a facade is first of it to give an easier interface to complicate subsystem, without
hiding all the single parts of the subsystem from the clients. Second, to decouple subsystems
among each other, such that they idealy just communicate through the façade with each
others.

3.2 Motivation
As an example for the facade, think of an IDE. One subsystem of the whole IDE is the
compiler. A compiler consists of some modules: a parser, a scanner, … . For a client it may be
very complicated to know in which order to use the single parts of the whole compiler to get
the right result. The user himself won’t also be bothered calling all the single routines himself.
Therefor the facade is introduced, to simplificate the interface of the whole subsystem. The
facade knows in which order to call which modul / function. But for the compiler subsystem
the facade is not visible. One important thing is, that the facade does not completely hide the
compiler from the clients, they still have the option to use single parts of the subsystem in a
more specific or different way than the facade, if they need to. The following figure demon-
strates the functionality of a facade for our example.



3.3 Structure
As above, the structure of the  facade is very simple. Here it is presented a little bit more
generaly than above. The figure is taken from /2/.

3.4 Participants
The participants of the facade are listed below.
Facade • Defines a new, simplificated interface to the subsystem.

• Delegates calls to the subsystems components
Subsystem • Some complicate functionality

• Does not know about the Facade
Client • Uses the facade instead of directly calling functions of the

subsystem.
• Still knows the single parts of the subsystem.

3.5 Applicability
One should use the facade pattern, if

• one wants to have a simplified interface to a complex subsystem
• one wants to decouple several complicated subsystems among each others. Applying

the facad reduces the number of dependencies.
The facade also allows one, to split a subsystem into several layers. For each layer a facade
defines the layers interface.

3.6 Implementation
The implementation of the facade is straight forward. A further aspect is, to use not only one
facade to a subsystem but several. Define the facade as an abstract base class of several
concrete facade implementations. Each one defining a different usage of the subsystem. Think
of a compiler, which is able to produce RISC or CISC machine code. One facade implemen-
tation might use a RISCCodeGenerator and the other one a CISCCodeGenerator. For both, the
interface is the same of cause, but the result is different. Instead of inheritance, there is also
the possibility to have the facade configureable. In the example above, the facade got an
instace of the RISCCodeGenerator. Now there should be the possibility to plug in the
CISCCodeGenerator instead of.
In a not object oriented programming language, the whole functionallity of the facade can be
obtained by a function, which just calls itself the other functions in the right way.



Since the facade is normaly just need to delegate requests, it should be implemented as an
singleton (creational pattern). Also for the subsystem the facade is transparent. None of the
subsystem objects knows about the facade and don’t need to know.

3.7 Conclusion
The facade is very simple, but usefull pattern. It’s that usefull, because it helps to reduce the
dependencies among different subsystems in an application, which is always an good issue.
Further more, it simplifies the usage of the subsystem for most of the clients, which also leads
to an easier implementation of the client. And furthermore, there is the possibility to have
more than one interface to a subsystem, by using extended classes of an abstract facade.

3.8 Related Patterns and further examples
Facade is similar to the mediator in terms of abstraction of the functionality. Often only one
facade object is needed, so often the facade is used as a singleton. Also it is possible to use the
facade together with the abstract factory, see /1/ for further details.
As another example below is a non software example given. It’s about a customer service,
details given in the figure. Figure is taken from /3/

A nother non software example for the composite might be nearly any kind of a more
complex machine in daily live. Imagine a coffee maker, ofering latte, cappuccino and
espresso. The complete process of making the coffe might be a little bit complicated: boil
water, pump it with pressure through the coffee, add milk foam or cream at the top of it. All
this can be done for one by just pressing the right button. And maybe one can imagine, that
every single button, one for espresso, one for cappuccino is a concrete implementation of the
abstract facade for cooking coffee.



4 Decorator

4.1 Intention
The decorator is an object based Design Pattern. It’s purpose is to enable clients to deal with
single objects as well and in the same way as with decorated objects. For the client should no
difference between both be observable, since they offer both the same interface and are
therefor transparent to the client. The decorator is also known as a “wrapper”, or “bounded
wrapper” (/1/, p. 177).

4.2 Motivation
As an initial situation imagine a class which is able to display text called ‘TextView’. Often
users might want to have a more comfortable display for text. Maybe there is a lot of text to
be shown and one needs a scroll bar. One might also wich to have a more sophisticated
appearance, maybe decorated with some border or in front of a background image. To have
this all together, just one single class for the simple display of text is not enough. The first
idea might be, to derive several subclasses for each different style of the text view. But this is
not a very good idea, since any user would which to have all this during runtime. Also for a
combination of all those features a new class is necessary. So one has to look for a more
sophisticated way to have all this features and their combination easiely during runtime with-
out having subclasses for the combinations of the different features among each others.
To all this, the decorator pattern gives a solution by recursive combination while transparency
for the client is preserved. The following figure shows the structure of the decorator for the
example given above.

Here is illustrated, how recursive combination of the features can be done for the simple text
view, to achieve a scrollable text view with borders. This illustration can be found in /1/.

For a another motivation, with some code examples, see /3/.

TextView
ScrollDecorator

BorderDecorator



4.3 Structure
To have a decorator, the decorator itself must inherit from the same base class as the compo-
nent which should be decorated. So for a client the decorator is transparent, since the interface
of the decorator is the same as the interface of the class to decorate. Now the decorator needs
a reference to the component to decorate, and he can delegate all clients requests to the
decorated component and also add some special behavior before or after delegating clients
requests’. In the following figure the structure of the decorator is shown once again, in a more
common way.

Sometimes it is not necessary to have the abstract decorator and it’s implementations but just
to have one concrete decorator, if there is no need for more. Anyway, having the abstract
decorator interface gives more flexibility for the future. The figure is taken from /3/. In this
figure a client is missing, he would use and interact to any time just with the interface defined
by the abstract componend class.

4.4 Participants
For the decorator, there are the following participants:
Component • Base class of all the participants except the client

• Defines abstract interface of all the components, decorated
components as well as concrete components (not decorated, like
the simple text view)

ConcreteComponent • Concrete implementation of the component, e. g. TextView
Decorator • Inherits from Component

• Has a reference or object of type “Component”, which will be a
concrete component during runtime

• Is abstract base class for all the decorators
ConcreteDecorator • Concrete decorator (one or more, here two) for concrete

behavior, like TextView for scrolling enabled or with border.
Client (not in
figure)

• Uses the component’s abstract interface, no matter what
concrete implementation is behind.

The decorator delegates the requests from the client to the decorated component (see /1/ for
interaction).



4.5 Applicability
One should use the decorator pattern, whenever one needs an easy way for combining several
features. In addition, the decorator gives the possibility of removing or adding new features
during runtime. So the decorator might also be a good choice if one wants to have additional
or extended features during runtime. The decorator gives new features plus the combination
without having classes for the combinations of the several features, so one should use the
decorator instead of subclassing. One should think about the decorator, if subclassing does not
yield to a satisfying solution.

4.6 Implementation
Some of the aspects about implementation were already mentioned above, but are once again
discussed here more in detail.
First of it, referring to the structure of the pattern it should again be pointed out that it is not
necessary to have an abstract decorator class, especially if there is only one decorator for the
component (‘s) to be decorated. Also the interface should not be very different from the
interface of the abstract component (the base class of all participants of this pattern) in sence
or transparency. Of course there might be some additional method for handling the wrapped
component which is decorated, but also this methods can be placed in the base class. The
discussion where to define methods for the children, or in this situation, for the wrapped
component did already came up in the second chapter about the composite, so it will not be
discused furthermore here.
The next thing one should care about is not to have the abstract component to “heavy
wighted” since this would lead to a waste of resources. If the abstract component defines
already all the features and has all the members the concrete component has, the decorator
would also inherit all this stuff. Since the decorator also has an instance of the concrete
component, this would mean to double the need of memory without any use. Here is a little,
very abstract and constructed example:
Imagine the base class (Component) defines already a double array for 1000 double values.
So both, the concrete component and the decorator would have this double array. If now the
use of the decorator is wished, an instance of the decorator is needed as well as the instance of
the concrete component. This means the application needs now 2000 double values, but
anyway only 1000 are used and needed of course.
So one should for the abstract component just concentrate on the interface, and all things
needed for the inner state of a concrete component should be placed in the concrete compo-
nent. The decorator’s inner state is the concrete component, since he is just a wrapper for the
component.
As already mentioned, the interface of the decorator must match the interface of the compo-
nent, since the decorator should be transparent to the client(s).
Another point is, that the decorator just is a hull to the wrapped component. He does not
change the behavior of the decorated class, he just add some features in addition. This can be
done by some code before or after the delegation of client’s requests to the decorator.
Anyway, completely overwriting a method without delegating can of course also be done
since the decorator inherits from the same base class.
At last, in /1/ it is mentioned about the implementation, that “an alternative” is “to adapt the
inner of an object” (p. 182). A pattern which does this is the strategy, which is a behavioral
pattern. The strategy might be used instead of the decorator, whenever the abstract component
is very heavy weighted. For further details see /1/ or the talk about the strategy, which did not
come up yet.



4.7 Conclusion
The decorator gives more flexibility compared to subclassing. Very nice is, that the decorator
gives the possibility to change the look and feel for instance of a component during runtime
(there is another structural pattern which is very usefull for this, i. e. the Bridge Pattern). The
decorator gives the possibility of having each possible combination of features which are exis-
ting. Since the decorator is tranparent to a client and to the decorated component as well, the
client don’t need any special code for the decorator. To the decorated component, the decora-
tor is not visible.

4.8 Related Patterns and further examples
To the decorator related patterns are the (object based) adapter. The (object based) adapter has
also a reference to the component which needs to be adapted and might (but not must) add
additional code before or after delegating clients requests.
Another related pattern is the composite, which was discussed in section 2. The decorator is
like an composite, but he is not used for aggregation since he has only one reference but the
composite might have a huge amount of children. Anyway, the discussion about the imple-
mentation is very similar, since for both patterns one has to decide where to put the methods
for the handling of the child / children and where to put the reference(s) to the child / children.
As the last related pattern, there is the strategy which was already mentioned above. Furthers
(and this time not so non software) examples are given below. At first, there is a file system
browser. As long as there are not so many files and folders to display, the browser comes up
without scroll bars. But after opening some folders, there are to much files to display in a
simple view, and so some scroll bars are added.



Another non software example is a painting. One can use different frames to place the
painting on the wall. Examples are taken from /3/. The description is given in the figure.
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